NEXT CLUB MEETING

AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING

Tote Centre Community Hall
100 Joynton Ave., Zetland
NOTE – no dedicated parking for the venue but
parking in adjacent streets is usually available. If
dropping off, there is normally parking near the
entrance that can be used temporarily.

The theme for the May meeting is Multiple Trunk or
Group Settings so bring along something that fits the
bill and share your experiences with club members.
David will lead a “Soils” discussion that was deferred
last month.
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EDITORIAL MATTERS

TBA
Chris
Vacant
David
Bryan
Bryan/John/Chris
Vacant
Frank, John, Ed

Hoping this e-mail finds you, and your plants,
meeting the challenges of Autumn.
We always welcome any contributions from
members, so if you have a project underway, have a
query, want to sell/swap/buy something, or
otherwise have a tale to share, please get in contact
via info@sydneycitybonsai.org.au or one of the
Committee members.

MEMBERSHIP
Full membership
Concession
Family
Pensioner

$40
$25
$55
$25

Lego bonsai – no dieback here Lego
SCBC wishes to thank Sydney City Council for their
continued support for our Club by providing the
meeting hall at a concessional rate.
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FEEDBACK ON LAST MEETING

ACCENT PLANTS by Lee

The theme of last meeting was trees seeking other
members’ input. A fairly general topic but members
responded well and there was a variety of trees
benched and lots of challenges posed. Each
exhibitor gave a short synopsis of their trees and
sought feedback for their particular dilemma.
Interesting discussions ensued. At this point I have
to confess that I forgot my camera and notebook so I
do not have any photos of the exhibits. Let it be said
that the species represented included Genista,
Sarissa, a couple of Swamp Cypresses and Junipers,
Japanese Black Pine, Eucalypt, Sequoia and one
unidentified species. All told, a diverse collection.
Also on exhibition were two of Bryan’s entries to the
Royal Easter Show – both scored First in Class and
one also scored a Champions ribbon. Thanks for
bringing them in Bryan.

I prefer small trees, mini, shohin with a few
medium… arthritis in my hands… scourge of
ageing. I enjoy creating beautiful trees with these
sizes but the downside is having small enough accent
plants. I have started collecting succulents. They
like the warm spot on my hot water heater, the ones
that prefer less water sit there while the water
lovers cohabitate with the bonsai. It is fun finding
unusual succulents and matching them to accent
pots. Hiding behind the rosette succulent on the
right is a finger size pot with a tiny succulent just
starting to root*. What fun. And another upside is
that I can collect very small handmade pots and
know that I can utilise them. Oh joy, more pottery!!

The discussions on the trees took longer than
anticipated and there was barely time for David to
lead a Soils discussion. This has been put off until
next meeting.
It is good to see new faces at the meetings. A fresh
outlook is always appreciated and new members are
most welcome.
ONLINE MATTERS
FACEBOOK PAGE
The private Facebook
page run by John Brown
is progressing steadily
and anyone interested in
participating should
contact John for an
invitation – just look for
this handsome
gentleman.
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LEPTOSPERMUM from Lee
LEPTOSPERMUM rhombifolia
Strange plant, definitely only wants to grow
down. One of the few stock plants I have had for
months before I braved the styling. My original
thoughts were an apex and semi cascade but the
little beast wants to hang so styling was modified
and modified again and I feel I’m on the right
track. It needs a year or more to develop properly
and I can see it being a fun tree on the bench.

Now I got it…. it is showing promise and direction
and yes, a lot of development. This takes advantage
of its growth habit. I don’t know how long the
branchlets will grow yet I’ll work on it.

I’M BACK…… from Chris

A bit scary trying to find the bonsai in the bush.

The apex idea was good but growth would only
cascade down and hide the trunk which, while not
great at the moment, has potential.
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A few newsletters ago you may recall I mentioned a
fig I acquired from a horticulturist friend that defied
all attempts by him, and me, to get it to look like
something respectable. After years of trying, I
eventually accepted defeat and consoled myself with
the knowledge that the horticulturist did not do any
better. A birds nest fern resided in the same pot as
the fig. I let them fight it out. The birds nest fern
thrived and the fig was no more …. or so I thought.
The fern is now quite large but lo and behold I
recently noticed a few green leaves near the base of
the fern – fig leaves. After several years lost in the
wilderness the fig is making a comeback. It seems it
is now ensconced in the fern but looking healthy and
purposeful.
What to do? Give it a name of course! And given
our previous discussion on naming trees, how can it
be called anything but CHUCKY.
Expect more updates but in the meantime see the
photos section for a sneak peek.
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By John
THINGS TO DO THIS MONTH - May
As autumn draws to a close the weather gradually
becomes cooler. The leaves of the deciduous trees
start to acquire their autumn tones prior to their leaf
fall. The trees have completed a year’s growth and
are ready for a rest.
1

2
3

Lighten or remove completely the load of fruit,
berries or seeds on your tree. If the load is too
heavy, or left on too long, the tree’s energy
will be depleted. This may not cause die-back
but the fruiting and flowering will not be so
prolific next year.
Reduce watering and feeding if you haven't
already.
Deciduous trees prone to mildew (eg oak and
crepe myrtle) can be sprayed with a weak
solution of lime-sulphur once they have lost
their leaves.

4
5
6
7
8

Semi-hardwood cuttings of Banksia can still be
taken now if still warm.
Callistemon can still be collected all thru the
winter months. They can be bare rooted if
necessary, but cut back hard when collecting.
Old needles can be removed from JBP. Wait for
the tree to become dormant when the new
needles harden.
Deciduous trees can be styled more easily
once they have lost their leaves.
Keep a lookout for crawly things with big
appetites.

Sources:
1. AusBonsai Wiki
2. “Bonsai, Its Art, Science, History and
Philosophy” by D R Koreshoff

BONSAI EVENTS CALENDAR
Nepean Bonsai Newsletter
Illawarra BS newsletter
Yarra Valley Newsletter
Victorian Native Bonsai Club Newsletter
Garden Club of Australia Newsletter, readings, etc
12-16 September
2021

Garden Club of Australia
National Aboretum

Available on request or visit their
website
Available on request or visit their
website
Available on request or visit their
website
Available on request or visit their
website
Available on request or visit their
website
Convention in Townsville
Do you want to be an Ambassador?
– too late, but check their website
for information next time

Meetings at most other clubs have resumed so check their sites if you are interested in attending any of their
events.
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TREES REQUIRING ADVICE
APRIL MEETING and CHUCKY

This is where the April meeting
photos should have been!

Here he is!

Chucky hiding
Final Thoughts… (to fill a bit of space)
Take inspiration from trees
around you. Consider how trees
grow in your surrounds. Note
interesting ones, their growth
styles and patterns. Building up
a photo library can be useful as
bonsai ideas.
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